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Foreword

As someone who has been teaching a Trends and Issues in Instructional
Design course for over 20 years, I look for readings each year that will
provide students with a good introduction {O the field andlor the trends
and issues that are affecting it. So when I came across the first edition of
this monograph back in the early 1980s, I was delighted. Not only did
it present an excellent definition of the field of instructional design, it
also discussed differing perspectives on the instructional development
(ID) process and provided a brief history ofID models. Moreover it laid
out a taxonomy for classifying different types of ID models and pro-
vided detailed discussions of several models within each category. In
light of all of the valuable information and ideas it contained, I decided
to add portions of the monograph as a required reading in my course.
And, as new editions have been published, I have concinucd to require
my students to read the monograph.

Since 1997, when the previous edition of the monograph was pub-
lished, the field of instructional design has been affected by many fac-
tors. New approaches to the design process, such as rapid prororyping
and concurrent engineering. have been proposed and employed. New
methods for presenting information to learners. such as electronic per-
formance support systems and knowledge management systems. have
gained increasing popularity. New advances in technology have enabled
us to design instruction that is more interactive. New 10 models have
been proposed, new 10 procedures have been employed. and the role
and scope of professionals in the 10 field have greatly expanded. In ad-
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dirion, new (and not so newl) ideas and theories such as constructivism,
situated cognition, and social learning theory have had an ever-
increasing influence on the practices of many instructional designers.

As a result of these factors, the ]0 field has greatly changed in the
past few years. This new edition of Survry of Instructional Development
Models does an excellent job of providing a brief overview of the recent
trends that have affected, and will continue to affect, our field. But it
does much more than that. Similar to the three preceding editions, it
provides a brief history of 10 models, an excellent definition of the field
(revised to reflect today's realities), and the authors' taxonomy of 10
models, updated [0 include models that have been developed in other
countries, among others. In light of the extent of ID activities taking
place in the international arena, this is a welcomed addition.

This monograph provides an excellent introduction to and
overview of the held of instructional development. Whecher you are
someone who is first entering the field, or you have been in it for as long
as ] have, ] am sure that you will find the information and ideas con-
tained in this volume to be very enlightening.

Robert A. Reiser
Professor, Instructional Systems
Florida Stare University



Preface

Purpose

The purpose of this ERIC publication is to update and expand upon
earlier ERIC publications by Twclkcr and others (1972), Gustafson
(1981, 1991). and Gustafson and Branch (1997) on the topic of in-
structional development (10) models. Since the first appearance of 10
models in the} 960s, there has been an ever-increasing number pub-
lished in the instructional technology literature and other educational
curricular literature. This publication presents a very brief history ofIO
models, presents a taxonomy for classifying those models, provides
examples from each of the categories in the taxonomy, and discusses
the latest trends in instructional development affecting the usc of] 0
models.

In preparing this survey, it was necessary to select only a few models
to describe in detail. This was a difficult task because there are literally
hundreds in the literature about curriculum development. Selection
criteria included: the historical significance of the model, its unique
structure or perspective, or its frequent citation in the literature. Due to
the increasing presence ofID models in the literature from around the
world. a deliberate decision was made to make this review more inter-
national than previous editions. Obviously it was also necessary to se-
lect models [0 march each of the categories in the classification
taxonomy. The decision was also made to exclude models that represent
only pan of the overall 10 process and to focus on ID models that in-
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elude elements of analysis, design, development, implementation, and

evaluation. As a result, many excellent models arc not included in this
survey. However, the 10 models that were selected are believed to be
generally representative of the literature and among them contain all of:
the main concepts found in other models.

The term instructional development is used in this edition to include
both instructional development and instructional design. This is neces-
sary because one of the major problems plaguing the field of educa-
tional technology is inconsistent use of terminology. The terms
instructional development and instructional tkJign are no exception. Al-
though several attempts have been made to define the field and derive a
standard set of meanings for various terms (Ely, 1973; AEC1~ 1977;
Ely, 1983; Seels & Richey, 1994), the results have not been widely
adopted or consistently used in the literature.

For our purposes, we could usc either the definitions created by
Seels and Richey that are currently circulating or the Association for
Educational Communications and Technology (AECn definitions
used in earlier editions of this publication. Sccls and Richey lise (he
term instructional systems design (ISO) instead of instructional develop-
ment and define it as "an organized procedure (hat includes the steps of
analyzing, designing, developing, implementing, and evaluating in-
struction" (p. 31). The Seels and Richey definition is not unlike how an
AEcr (1977) committee, chaired by Kenneth Silber, defined instruc-
tional development almost two decades earlier: "A systematic approach
[0 the design, production, evaluation, and utilization of complete sys-
tems of instruction, including all appropriate components and a man-
agelllent pattern for using them; instructional development is larger
than instructional product development, which is concerned wirh only
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isolated products, and is larger chan instructional design. which is only

one phase of instructional development" (p. 172).
Both definitions encompass a wide array of acrivirics, from the ini-

tial concern that "something" ought to be done co the implernenrarion
and evaluation of the instruction that was developed. Consistent to
both definitions is that the overall process is far more inclusive than
chose activities associated with preparing Jesson specifications and de-
ccrmining mornent-ro-momenr instructional strategies, sequencing,
motivational clements, and learner actions. These latter decisions are
often labeled instructional dmgn. but also have been called instructional
deuelopment by some authors who use the term instructional drol/Op-
ment co describe the production componenc of the overall process. This
discussion may be adding co the confusion. however, it seems prudent
to alert readers co the faCt we arc dealing with the comprehensive
process, not one or only a few of its componenrs. For simplicity and
consistency, we will use the term instructional deoelopment or the
acronym 10 when referring to the overall process in any general narra-
rive, but use the actual terms employed by the authors when describing
their specific models.

Another term [hac has experienced inconsistent use and which
therefore further adds co the confusion of communication is systtm. The
term systnn is used in at least three different ways, one of which is equiv-
alent with how we have chosen to define instructional development.
However, some authors also use rhe term ryrum co describe the out-
comes or products of the development effort. From this second per-
spective [he actual learner environment and irs related management and
supporc components together comprise an instructional system. Still a
third. but less common use of the term system, is in the context of gen-
eral systems theory (GST). Within this rhird perspective, numerous
general systems theory concepts (for example, opened and closed sys-
tems, emropy. and interdependence) are applied when thinking about
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the instructional development process. Reiser (2001) indicates that ,I!il

"Over the past four decades. a variety of sets of systematic instructional
design procedures (or models) have been developed and have been re-
ferred to by such terms as the sysums approach, instructional systems de- ':.
sign (ISD), instructional development, and instructional design. Although
{he specific combination of procedures often varies from one instruc-
tional design model to the next, most of the models include design, de-
velopment. implementation and evaluation of instructional procedures '
and materials intended to solve those problems" (p. 58).

In some respects, professionals find themselves in an Alice in Won-
derland setting where any term means whatever the author wants it to
mean. This situation is one of the reasons we have found it desirable to
create a taxonomy for classifying models. By carefully examining 10
models, one can determine what activities their creators are describing
and the goals and serrings in which the activities are to occur. One is ~
then in a position ro understand what the creators arc talking about
even though the terminology is inconsistent across models.

In summary, there are many different and inconsistent uses of termi-
nology to describe the comprehensive process we call instructional deuel-
opment. By our definition, instructional development consists of ar'leasr
five major activities: (1) analysis of the setting and learner needs, (2) de-
sign of a set of specifications for an effective, efficient, and relevant
learner environment, (3) development of all learner and management
materials, (4) implementation of the resulting instruction. and (5) both
formative and summative evaluations of the results of the development.

The above activities have often been referred to as ADDIE and la-
beled as a generic]o model. ADDIE also provides a useful set of crite-
ria for determining whether a model is inclusive of the entire J0 process
or only one or more of its elements. A sixth activity may be added in-
volving distribution or dissemination and monitoring of chat learning
environment across varied settings, perhaps over an extended period
of time.
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Assumptions

Because we place great emphasis on identifying the assumptions made
by me creators of the TO models reviewed, it seems appropriate that we
make visible our own assumptions about the 10 process and 10 model
building and application. First and foremost, we are attempting to pro-
mote a better understanding about and appropriate utilization of 10
models. Both long-time practitioners and those new to the field will
benefit from a greater awareness of the diversity of models used to por-
tray the process. Second, we believe there is enough room within the
fundamental concept ofIO to incorporate many emerging theories and
philosophies of learning as-well as advances in the technology available

for design. development, and delivery of instruction. Further. our defi-
nition of the process, vision of the role of models, and the taxonomy
presented for classifying them, are based on the following five explicit
assurnpnons.

1. 10 models serve as conceptual, managemenc, and communica-
tion tools for analyzing, designing, creating, and evaluating guided
learning, ranging from broad educational environments to narrow
training applications.

2, No single 10 model is well marched to the many and varied de-
sign and development environments in which 10 personnel work.
Hence 10 professionals should be competent in applying (and possibly
adapting) a variety of models to meet the requirements of specific
situations.

3, The greater the compatibility between an 10 model and its con-
textual, theoretical, philosophical, and phenomenological origins, the
greater the potential is for success in constructing effective learning
environments.

4. TO models help one co take 'into account the multiple back-
grounds of learners; the multiple interactions' that may 'occur during
learning, and the variety' of contexts in which learning is situated.



5. Interest in 10 models will continue, however the level of applies- ~
rion will vary depending on the context or situation.
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Early IDatructtonal Development Models

Of necessity, one must pick an arbitrary date from which to begin tc{
trace the origins of the ID model building process. Otherwise one can .
make the case that the creators of the earliest recorded cave drawings I

and the scribes that produced papyrus scrolls represent the pioneers of::
systematic instruction. Similarly, many ideas and procedures corn-']
monly found in 10 models (e.g., job analysis, measurable objectives,"
and performance testing) predate the period generally accepted as rep- .
resenting the beginnings ofID model building.

The specific term instructional development, defined as asystemaric
process for improving instruction, appears to have its origins in a proj- .
ecr conducted at Michigan State University from 1961 (0 1965 (Bar-··
son, )967). The setting for this 10 model and related projccris higher~:
education, and irs purpose is to improve college courses. The Barson :.
model is notable in that it is one of the few models ever subjected to
evaluation in a variety of projects at a variety of institurions. The Barson .'
project also produced a set of heuristics (e.g., take faculty members out .,:::;

.of their own disciplines when showing them examples of instructional·! ,.
strategies) for instructional developers. These heuristics provided rhe
basis for much of the early research on the 10 process and also served as :
a general guide for developers in higher education.

Other early work by a number of authors also produced 10models, ...
although they did not use the specific term i~tTUeti~na' development. i
For example, the developers of programmed instrucnon (cf., Markle, ~
1964, 1978) often applied a systematic process, but generally did not ~
recognize the major contribution of the tryout and revision process to :
the successes they recorded. In the 1950s and 19605, one of the most in-
fluential model builders was L. C. Silvern (1965). His work with the:
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military and aerospace industry resulted in an extremely complex and
detailed model (with multiple variations) that drew heavily on general
systems theory. The model is not widely circulated today. but remains
an excellent original source. Students of the ID process will readily see
his influence on the content of contemporary models.

A model developed by Harnreus (1968), while at the Teaching Re-
search Division of the Oregon State System of Higher Education, is an-
other classic. One of his significant contributions was to present maxi
and mini versions of his model. This two-size approach was based on
the belief that there is a need for a simple model to communicate with
clients and a more detailed operational version for those working on the
project. Harnrcus' model provided the basic structure for the Insrruc-
rional Development Institute (lDI) model (National Special Media In-
stitute. 1971). Thc latter model received extremely wide distribution
and was among the best known in the United States in the 1970s and
1980s. A five-day workshop was created for teachers and administra-
tors, which had been offered to over 20,000 public school personnel by
the late seventies. The materials from that workshop were extensively
used by graduate programs of that era [Q introduce the basic concepts of
the JD process. The IDI model was reproduced and described by Scels
and Glasgow (1998) in their book on the ]D process. The reader is re-
ferred to Twclkcr (1972), who extensively reviewed Harnreus' model.

Other Beview. or lDBtructloDal Development Models

In addition to the Twelkcr (1972) review, at least four other major re-
views of ID models have been done that are worthy of mention. In
1972, Stamas reviewed 23 models to determine whether or not each in-
cluded a list of components he felt were part of the 10 process. Origi-
nally parr of a doctoral 'disscnation at Michigan State University
(Stamas. 1972). this study was reproduced as an occasional paper by
AECT's Division of Instructional Development. Andrews and Good-

f



son (1980) reviewed 40 models in the Journal of Instructional D
ment. Like Stamas, they developed a matrix of ID elements and
lyzed the models for their inclusion of chose elements. They
artcmpted to trace a logical progression or evolution of later m
from earlier ones, but were unable to detect any pattern.

More recently. Sailsbury (1990) reviewed a number of ID m
from major textbooks in the field to determine the degree to which
contained specific references to a range of general systems theory
ceprs. He concluded rhar most models contained few specific refere
(0 chose general systems concepcs contained in his matrix. Edmo
Branch and Mukherjee (1994) reviewed a large number ofID mod
a way co address their proliferation over the previous decade. They
eluded that an ID model is understood better when it is classified by
context and by the level of application for a specific context.

Taken together, these reviews provide an excellent sampling of
array of existing ID models and present alternate perspectives on
they might be examined. It is inrercsring to note that up rhrough a
the rime of the Edmonds. Branch and Mukherjee review (and indu
the third edition of this publication), reviewers ofID models conclu
that the overall 10 process as originally conceived had nor changed si
nificanrly, even though additional theories and design and delivery t
and procedures had emerged.

However, the last few years have seen a rather dramatic shift
thinking about how 10 can be practiced. The shift represents an
sian of our thinking about ]0, rather than a replacement of past rna
and practice. Despite the rather exaggerated claims of some rccenc
rhors that classic 10 is dead, or at least seriously ill (c.g., Gordan
Zemke, 2000), there remains considerable interest in and cnrhusi
for its application (e.g., Beckschi & Dory. 2000). More will be
about these emerging ideas and trends in chapter 1.

zvill / Preface



chapter one

Introduction
The Rol« of Modtls in Instructional Development

Why models? Models help us conceptualize representations of reality. A
model is a simple representation of more complex forms, processes and
functions of physical phenomena or ideas. Models, of necessity, sim-
plify reality because often reality is too complex to portray. Since much
of that complexity is unique to specific situations, models help by iden-
tifying what is generic and applicable across multiple contexts. For ex-
ample, Norbert See! (1997) identifies three different types oflD models
(theoretical/conceptual, organization, and planning-and-prognosis),
and he would label those we review here as organization models that can
be used as general prescriptions for instructional planning.

We believe that the models discussed here provide conceptual and
communication tools that can be used to visualize, direct and manage
processes for creating high quality instruction. Models also assist us in
selecting or developing appropriate operational tools and techniques as
we apply the models. Finally, models inspire research questions as we
seek co develop a comprehensive theory of instructional development.

Rarely arc these models tested in the sense of rigorous assessment of
their application and the resulting instruction against either predeter-
mined criteria or competitive means of developing instruction using
some other defined process. Rather, those ID models with wide distri-
bution and acceptance gain their credibility by being found useful by

1



Instructional development is a complex process that, when appropri
atcly applied, promotes creativity during development and results in in
strucrion that is both effective and appealing to learners. Instruction
development models convey the guiding principles for analyzing, pr
ducing and revising learning environments. Both established and newe
10 models accommodate emerging theories about planned learnin
and the broad array of contexts in which ID is hcing applied. Phil
sophical orientation and theoretical perspective frame the concept
upon which ID models arc constructed. The more compatible the the
ory and philosophy arc to the context in which a model is to be applie
the greater the potential that the original intent of the model will b
achieved.

Instructional development models visually communicate their ass
cia ted processes to stakeholders by illustrating the procedures that rnak
it possible to produce instruction. Instructional development model
provide communication tools for determining appropriate outcorn .
collecting data. analyzing data, generating learning strategies, selecrin
or constructing media, conducting assessment, and implementing an
revising the results. Figure 1 shows a conceptual relationship among th
core clements of the ID process. The five core demcnts-ana(yu, tk
sign, develop, implement, and eualuate (ADDIE)~ach inform the orhe
as development takes place and revision continues throughout rh
process, at least up until the instruction is implemented.

While the conceptual display of the core elements of [he ID proc
in Figure 1 is helpful, there remains a need to indicate how to practic
particular clements of the ID process in specific contexts. It is the addi
lion of this detail that has led {O the creation of the many different mod

practitioners, who frequently adapt and modify (hem to match specif
conditions.

Conceptual andCommunication Too18
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els char appear in the literature. Conceptual and operational tools assist
in idrnrif;ing the contexts within which an 10 model might be utilized.
In faa, the quantity and quality of tools accompanying a model become

signjficant criteria (or selecting one (or a speciEtc serring. However, spe-

cific procedures for planning, conducting, and managing the 10
process can be implemented with operational tools that mayor may not
be identified as part of the ID model.

Operational Tools

An 10 model should contain enough detail about the process to estab-
lish guidelines for managing the people, places and things that will in-
teract with each other and to estimate the resources required (0

complete a project. Instructional development models can directly or
indirectly specify products, such as time lines, samples of work, deliver-
ables, and periodic endorsements by appropriate supervisory personnel.

While models provide the conceptual reference, they also provide
the framework for selecting or constructing the operational tools
needed to apply the model. Operational tools-such as Program Evalu-

ation and Review Technology (PERT) cherts, nominal group tech-
niques, task analysis diagrams, lesson plan remplares, worksheets for
generating objecrives, and production schedule remplares-e-conrexruai-
ize the 10 process. Some ID models include highly prescriptive infor-
mation about how to develop the companion tools or provide most of
the tools necessary to apply the process. Other models only provide a
conceptual diagram without any operational tools or directions for con-
structing companion tools necessary for their application. The Inrerser-
vice Procedures for Instructional Systems Development model
(Branson, 1975) is an example of a highly prescriptive 10 model with a
comprehensive set of companion operational tools. The Dick, Carey
and Carey model (2001) is moderately prescriptive and contains an
array of companion operational tools. For those models having few or
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no accompanying cools, Zemke & Kramlinger (1984) and Gentry
(1994) describe tools that can be used with a variety of models. Generic
operational tools are also available for managing 10 (e.g., Greer, 1992).

Linear and.CODCW'I"8Jlt Aspects of Instructional DesigJ1

The insrrucrional development process can be approached as a single
linear process or as a set of concurrent or recursive procedures. Instruc-
tional development should be portrayed in ways that communicate the
true richness and reality associated with planning instruction. Critics of
[0 models sometimes interpret them as stifling, passive, lockstep, and
simple because of the visual elements used to compose the models
(Branch, 1997). This is, in part, because 10 models have traditionally
been portrayed as rectilinear rows of boxes connected by straight lines
with one-way arrows and one or more feedback (revision) lines that are
parallel (Q other straight Jines (sec fig. 2). Rectilinear portrayals of 10
models often do not acknowledge the actual complexities associated
with the instructional development process. Curvilinear compositions
of ovals connected by curved lines with two-way arrows better acknowl-
edge the complex reality upon which the 10 process is modeled (see fig.
3). However, even here, there remains an implied sequence, at least
among the core elements.

Another approach is to model the 10 process as sets of concurrent
procedures. Portraying 10 as sets of procedures occurring simultane-
ously, or as overlapping procedures during the process, tends to com-
municate more of the simultaneous iterations that characterize the way
instructional development is commonly practiced (Rowland, 1992;
Visscher- Voerman, 1999). The selection of an appropriate model for an
instructional development context may, in part, depend on the need to
reflecr the degree of linearity or concurrency planned for the project.

As various forms of prororyping arc used more often in 10, two dif-
ferene forms of rapid protoryping emerge. Some recent models have
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adopted a spiral design to indicate the highly iterative nature of the
process, perhaps with multiple initial design ideas being placed in com-
petition with each other and the best ideas from each being included in
subsequent designs chat are also extensively tested and revised. Much of
this work draws on an original model (sec fig. 4) from computer soft-
ware development that was created by Boehm (1988) (cf., Goodyear.
1997; de Hoog, de long, & de Vries, 1994; Willis & Wright, 2000).
One example of a highly iterative model (Dorsey, Goodrum & Schwen,
1997) is presented and reviewed in chapter 5. A second form of rapid
prororyping model emphasizes early development of a simple and in-
complete prototype that then evolves inro a complete design as the
client and developers become clearer on what the problem is and the
type of solution desired (Tripp & Bichelmeyer 1990, Stokes & Richey,
2000). Both forms of prororyping are reported to be particularly useful
when there is uncertainty as ro what the client wants or when a highly
creative solution is desired.

Another important contribution to the ID models literature is the
work of Tessmer and Wedman, which continues {Q communicate the
importance of the development context. In 1991, Tessmer and Wed-
man created the Layers of Necessity model, which has since been

refined and expanded as the Contextual Layered 10 model (1995; sec
fig. 5).

Tessmer and Wedman (1995) seek to convey the central and critical
importance of context when selecting the processes and procedures for
an 10 project. We strongly agree with this perspective, which forms the
basis for our belief that a taxonomy of models is desirable. We believe an
10model should be selected (and probably modified) based on the spe-
cific context of the project. Further, as will be seen in chapter 2 where
we describe our taxonomy. the characteristics that are used to form a
matrix to accompany the model classification schema aid in clarifying
the general context typically associated with each class of model.

Instructional development models vary widely in purpose. amount
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of detail, and degree of lineariry, as well as in quantity, quality, and util-
ity of accompanying operational tools. While no single model is useful
for all settings and all purposes, it is important to identify the intended
focus of an 10 model and the context for which it is intended. The fol-
lowing taxonomy of 10 models can help guide the way in which we
adopt or adapt instructional development models.



chapter two

A Taxonomy of Instructional
Development Models

Instructional development is practiced in a varicry of settings, leading
to the creation of many different models. A taxonomy oflD models can
help clarify each model's underlying assumptions and identify the con-
ditions under which each might be most appropriately applied.

Although the number of models published far exceeds the number
of unique environments in which they arc applied. there are several sub-
stantive differences among 10 models. Thus, there is some value in cre-
ating a taxonomy for classifying them. A taxonomy also helps to
organize the extensive literature on this topic and perhaps to assist in-
srrucrional developers in selecting one that is besr matched to a given scr
of circumstances.

Gustafson (1981) created one such taxonomy. Guscafson's schema
contains three categories inca which models can be placed: classroom,
product, and system. Placement of any model in one of the categories is
based on the set of assumptions that its creator has made, often implic-
idy, about the conditions under which both the development and deliv-
ery of instruction will occur. For example, the models by Gerlach and
Ely (1980) and by Heinich, Molenda, Russell, and Smaldino (1999) arc
clearly intended for use by classroom reachers, who most often work
alone as both rhe designers and deliverers of insrrucrion. In contrast,
Bergman and Moore (1990) describe how a team consisting of a project
manager, instructional developers, production staff, and computer pro-
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grammers can usc their model to develop multimedia-based instruc-
tional products for what is usually wide distribution. Bergman and
Moore's model implicitly assumes that no members of the developmenr
team will have a role in the product's implementation or usc. Likewise,
the model by de Hoog, de Jong and de Vries (1994) describes the
process they used to develop simulations and expert systems products.

The models by Dick, Carey and Carey (2001) and Smith and
Ragan (1999) represent still a third category of 1D models that are in-
tended for use in a variety of organizational settings. Each of the models
in this category will most likely be used by a skilled development ream
ro develop instructional systems-such as one or more courses or an en-
tire curriculum. The Branson (1975) model, designed specifically for
military (raining, also assumes there will be a large-scale, team-oriented
development effort and wide distribution of the resulting system.

The taxonomy presented in Figure 6 can be used [0 categorize 10
models based on a number of assumptions its creator or creators have
made about the setting in which it might be applied and about how the
process might take place. The taxonomy has three categories, indicating
whether a given model is best applied for developing (1) individual
classroom instruction. (2) products for implementation by users other
than the developers, or (3) larger and more complex instructional sys-
tems directed at an organization's problems or goals.

A matrix, relating the three classes of models (classroom, product,
and system) to the nine characteristics above, is presented in Figure 6.
The comments in each cell of the matrix indicate how those using that
class of model typically view each characteristic. Examples of how the
characteristics relate to each class of model are described below.

In order to categorize the models. we examined the following nine
characteristics of each: (I) typical output in terms of amount of in-
struction prepared; (2) resources committed ro the development effort;
(3) whether it is a ream or individual effort: (4) expected 10 skill and
experience of the individual or team; (5) whether most instructional
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~IKled CIlIr.I1~r1nlt$ CllSsroom Product Sy&tem
Orientation Orta nt.8l1on OrtentBtlon

TyplcalOutpu1 One or. Fe"" Se If·lnstructlOnal Course or Enllre
Hours of OT instructor- Curriculum
IruUvclion Delivered

".cuBe

Resources Committed Very to ...· High High

to Develoj)_menl

Team or Individual Usually. Team Team

Illdividual Effon

ID SkilV Low High HighlVery High

EXPerience

Emphasis on Deveiopmenl Selection Development De"elopmenl

or Selection

Amount of Front-End Analysisl tow Low 10Medium Vrrry High

Nlreds Assessment

Te!;llnological Complexity Low MedIum 10 HIgh Medium 10 HIgh

0' Del'rvery_Media
Amount of Tryou1 Low 10 Medium Vrrry High Medium 10 High

and Revtsion

Amount of Distribution! None High Medium to High

Dissemination

Figure 6. A taxonomy of instructional development models based on selected

characteristics.
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materials will be selected from existing sources or represent original de-
sign and production; (6) amount of preliminary (front-end) analysis
conducted; (7) anticipated technological complexity of the develop-
merit and delivery environments; (8) amount of tryout and revision
conducted; and (9) amount of dissemination and follow-up occurring

after development.
As noted earlier, most authors of 10 models do not explicitly dis-

cuss any of [he above characteristics or assumptions. Rather, they sim-
ply describe their model's major elements and how they are to be
implemented. Thus the characteristics used for classifying each model
discussed in subsequent chapters were derived solely by us and were
based upon our review of the descriptive material accompanying each

model.
Heinich, Molenda, Russell and Smaldino (1999) and Newby,

Srepich, Lehman and Russell (2000) offer a perspective about how to
practice instructional development in the classroom. Each set of au-
thors makes the assumptions that: the size of the planned instructional
event will be small; the amount of resources available will be low, it will
be an individual rather than a ream effort; the teacher is not a trained
instructional developer (although hopefully he or she will have gained
some of those skills by studying the text); and the teacher will generally
be limited to selecting and adapting existing materials rather than creat-
ing new ones. In addition, the classroom perspective typically assumes
that: little time will be devoted to front-end analysis; the development
and learning environments will likely be relatively low-tech; the
amount of tryout and revision will be limited, and the amount of dis-
semination beyond that classroom will be very low, if existing at all.
This is not to say that classroom teachers never work on development
efforts that are large-scale and that involve a team, the use of extensive
resources, a high-tech environment, and periods of extensive analysis,
tryout, revision, and dissemination. However, when they arc involved
in such a project, these classroom-oriented models would no longer be
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their best choice since the characrerisrics or assumptions would be en-

tirely different.
Creators of product development models, such as de Hoog, de Jong

and de Vries (1994) and Bergman and Moore (1990), make different
assumptions including that there will be a specific product produced.
Usually the product will be of only a few hours or days in duration.
Product development models also assume substantial resources are
available [Q a ream of highly trained individuals, often including a pro-
fessional manager. Typically the team will produce sophisticated (often
technology-based) original materials, perhaps to be commercially mar-
keted. The amount of front-end analysis varies widely, and a technically
sophisticated product often results. Tryout and revision is usually exten-
sive, and wide dissemination of the product is common.

Systerns-orienred models, such as those created by Branson (1975),
Dick. Carey and Carey (2001). and Smith and Ragan (1998), typically
assume a substantial amount of instruction will be created, such as an
entire course or entire curriculum. Substantial resources are typically
provided to a team of skilled instructional developers and subject mat-
ter experts. Whether or not original production or selection of materials
will occur varies, but in many corporate settings original development
may be required. Assumptions about the technological sophistication
of the development and delivery systems also vary, with the decision

often being based on the infrastructure available for course delivery.
The amount offront-end analysis is usually high, as is the amount of
tryout and revision. Dissemination and utilization may be quite wide,
but probably does not involve the team that did the development.

In summary. we placed each ID model in one of three categories in
the taxonomy, based on the assumptions we believe were made by irs
creator or creators. Of course many ID models can be. and no doubt
are, used successfully under different sets of assumptions. Our place-
ment of a model in a particular class should not be interpreted as believ-
ing it can only be used in that context. Particularly if users adapt a
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model and employ tools not originally associated with it, man}' of the

models become applicable in at least one of the adjacent classes in the
taxonomy. Nonetheless, classifying models docs have the advantage of
exposing their characteristics ro analysis and of assisting in selecting one
that is most appropriate ro a given situation.

In closing this discussion, we would be remiss if we did nor ac-
knowledge that other authors have created differenr classification
schernas for 10 models and processes. Of particular note is the work of
Visscher- Voerman (1999) who, based on extensive data collection re-
laced to how instructional designers conducted projects, created a four-
category classification framework. Her four categories are instrumental,
communicative, pragmatic, and artistic. Visscher- Voerrnan's intent was
to characterize the underlying philosophy and values of each approach
rather chan the context of the development and usc of the instruction as
we have done.

Thus, we make no claim that our taxonomy is the only one or even
the best of those created. Our sole hope is that it will be useful to prac-
titioners, researchers, and those in training to become instructional de-
signers as they read and think about the many models in the literature.



chapter three

Classroom-Oriented Models

Assumptions

Classroom ID models are primarily of interest to professional teachers
who accept as a given rhar their role is to teach and that students require
some form of instruction. Users include elementary and secondary
schoolteachers, community college and vocational school instructors,
and university faculty. Some training programs in business and industry
also assume this classroom orientation. Thus, there arc a wide variety of _
classroom settings to consider when selecting an appropriate 10 model
for use.

Most teachers assume (with real justification) that students will be
assigned to or will enroll in their classes and that there will be a specified
number of class meetings, each of a pre-determined length. The
teacher's role is £0 decide on appropriate content, plan instructional
strategies, identify appropriate media, deliver me instruction, and eval-
uarc learners. Due to the ongoing nature of classroom instruction, often
accompanied by a heavy teaching load, there is little time for the com-
prehensive development of instructional materials. Resources for devel-
opment arc usually limited. Furthermore. many elementary and
secondary teachers teach most topics only once a year; thus. they have
less concern for the rigorous formative evaluation and revision associ-
ated with courses and workshops that are offered on a repetitive basis.

18
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Hence teachers usually need to identify and adapt existing resources

rather than engage in original development.
Classroom teachers usually view any 10 model as a general road

map to follow. Typically only a few functions are outlined in this class of
model, and they simply provide a guide for teachers. It should be noted
that although (here are a number of classroom-oriented 10 models,
they are not widely known to or adopted by teachers. The developer
who works with teachers within the given conditions and assumptions
described above would do well to employ any 10 model with caution
because teachers are unlikely to be familiar with the concepts or
processes of systematic instructional development. Teachers may also
view the process depicted in many 10 models as mechanistic and result-

ing in dehumanized instruction.
However, the models discussed below have been found to be ac-

ceptable to and readily understandable by at least some teachers and
represent a class of models with which all developers should be familiar.
Four models have been selected to represent the variety of]O models
most applicable in the classroom environment: Gerlach and Ely (1980);
Heinich, Molenda, Russell and Smaldino (1999); Newby, Srepich,
Lehman and Russell (2000); and Morrison, Ross and Kemp (2001).

The Gerlach and Ely Model

The Gerlach and Ely model (1980) is a mix of linear and concurrent
development activities (see fig. 7). Several steps are seen as simultane-
ous, but the model is generally linear in its orientation. The entry point

of the model calls for identifying content and specifying objectives as si-
multaneous, interactive activities. While Gerlach and Ely clearly prefer
the approach of specifying objectives as a "first task," they recognize that
many teachers first think about content. Their model is one of only a
few that recognizes this content orientation of many teachers. Learning
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objectives are co be written and classified before making several deci-
sions about design. Their classification scheme is based on Gerlach's
other scholarly work and presentS a five-parr cognitive taxonomy with

single categories for affective and motor skill objectives.
The next step in Gerlach and Ely's model is assessing the entry be-

havior of learners, a step that is common co many classroom-oriented
models. The step that follows is really five activities to be performed si-
multaneously. These activities arc viewed as interactive. with any deci-
sion in one area influencing the range of decisions available in the
others. The five activities are: (I) determine stratcgy, (2) organize
groups, (3) allocate time, (4) allocate space, and (5) select resources.

The five characteristics reproem a continuum of strategic cues for
determining necessary resources. The continuum has exposition (aJl
cues) on one end and discovery (no cues) on the other end. The
reacher/designer's role is to select one or more strategies along this con-
tinuum. Students can be organized into configurations ranging from
self-study to whole-class activities based on strategies, space, time, and
resources. Time is viewed as a constant {O be divided up among various
strategies. Space is not a constant because teachers can and should ex-
tend learning experiences beyond the classroom, which itself can be re-
arranged for different grouping patterns.

Selection of resources focuses on the teacher's need co locate, obtain,
and adapt or supplement existing instructional materials. Emphasis is
placed on where and how to find such resources and the importance of
previewing and planning for their use as a part of the overall instruc-
tional strategy. This emphasis on selecting rather than developing in-
srrucrional materials is a common feature of classroom-oriented] D
models.

Following these five simultaneous decisions is evaluation ofprrfonn-
ance. This step directs the teacher/designer's attention to measuring Stu-
dent achievement and the students' attitudes toward the con tent and
instruction. Evaluation is closely linked to the learner objectives with
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particular attention directed to evaluating the overall effectiveness and
efficiency of the instruction. The last step in their model is feedback to
the reacher regarding the effectiveness of the instruction so mac im-

provements can be made the next rime the topic is taught. Analyri$ of
fudback focuses on reviewing all earlier steps in the model, particularly
the objectives and strategies selected.

The BeiAich, Mol8J14a. BusaeU ancl SmaldJno Moclel

Hcinich, Molenda, Russell and Smaldino (1999) present their class-
room-oriented instructional development model, ASSURE, in what is
currently the mosr widely adopted college text on instructional media
and technology for current and future teachers. While some might
argue it is not a complete or formal instructional development model,
teachers can readily identify with the systematic planning process it de-
scribes and its match to the realities of K-12 classrooms. Unlike most
10 models, ASSURE is not portrayed in graphic or pictorial form (see
fig. 8).

The A for analyze learners acknowledges the importance of deter-
mining the entry characteristics of learners. Heinich, Molenda, Russell
and Smaldino caution teachers about the feasibility of analyzing all
learner arrribures. They suggest that only selected "general characteris-
tics" (e.g., grade level, job or posicion, and cultural and economic fac-
cars) and selected specific entry competencies (e.g., knowledge,
technical vocabulary, attitudes, and misconceptions) be examined.
They also suggest that "learning style" (anxiety, aptitude, visual and au-
ditory preference, and so on) be considered, but acknowledge problems
of defining and measuring these characteristics.

Their second step. S, for $tau objectives, emphasizes the need to state
the desired outcomes of insrruction in specific and measurable terms. A
rationale for stating measurable objectives is presented, including their
role in strategy and media selection, assessment of learning. and com-
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ASSURE is an acronym for
Analyze learners
State objectives
Select media and materials
Utilize media and materials
Require learner participation
Evaluate and revise

Figure 8. The Heinich, Molenda, Russell and Smaldino ASSURE
model. Note. From lnstructianal Media lind uchno"'gits for Learn-
ing. Sixth Edition, by R. Heinich, M. Molenda, J. Russell. and S.
Smaldino, 1999. Reprinred by permission of Pearson Education,
Inc.. Upper Saddle River. NJ.

municacing the intent of the instruction to learners. (The ABeD for-
mat-representing audience, behaviors, conditions, and tUgr~t'-they
suggest for writing complete objectives is easy to remember and apply.)
The second 5 in their model, UUc! media and materials, recognizes that
most teachers have little time for designing and developing their own
materials. However, (he authors do discuss the option of modifying ex-
isting materials and indicate that original development may sometimes
be possible. The procedures and criteria they present for selecting media
and materials provide useful guidelines to teachers and to those assisting
teachers in that task.

The U, or utilize media and materials step, in their model describes
how teachers need to plan for utilizing the selected media and materials
in the classroom. The practical advice they offer recognizes the realities
of most American classrooms and (he fact that teachers playa central
role in delivering most instruction. The R. require learner participation,
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step In the ASSURE model emphasizes the importance of keeping
learners actively involved. The role of feedback and practice are also de-
scribed. While one might question why learner participation is singled
out over and above other design considerations and elevated to a step in
the ASSURE model, Heinich, Molenda, Russell and Smaldino consider
it to be of primary importance. The last step in their model, E for eual-
uate and revise, is in reality two steps: evaluate and revise. They discuss
the importance of evaluating the "total picture" to assure both learner
achievement of the objectives and the feasibility of the instructional
process itself. Revision is chen planned based on discrepancies between
intended and actual outcomes and any noted deficiencies of the media,
methods or materials.

Although Heinich, Molenda. Russell and Srnaldino's model focuses
on media and materials selection and utilization, in contrast (0 a wider
view of the ]0 process, it has much to offer classroom reachers. The re-
lationship of its steps to an aurhcnric environment and its practical

guidance and structure make it easy to understand and apply. Further,
the well-written text and accompanying CD-ROM and Web site are ex-
ccllent resources for reaching reachers (he rudiments of the to process.

The Newby, Stepich, Lehman and.Bussell Model

Newby. Srepich, Lehman and Russell (2000) present the PIE model
(see fig. 9) in a book written primarily for pre-service teachers, although
they do mention in-service teachers in their preface. Planning, imple-
menting and evaluating are the three phases of the PIE model. Clearly
the focus is on classroom instruction created and delivered by the same
individual or small group with an emphasis on using media and tech-
nology (0 assist them. The authors describe PIE as supporting a shift
from a teacher-centered to a learner-centered classroom environment.
To highlight this point, they devote significant time (0 defining roles for
the students for each of the three PIE phases. Their view is that media,
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Figure 9. The Newby. Stepich, Lehman and Russell PIE model. Note. From Instruc-
tional Helmo/egy for Trllching and Learning: Drsigning Instruction, Inlfgraling Comp"l-
er: and Using Medi», Second Edition. by T. Newby. D. Srepich, ]. Lehman and J.
Russell. 2000. Reprinted by permission of Pearson Education, Inc., Upper Saddle
River. NJ.
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particularly computers, can playa central role provided their use is care-

fully planed for. implemented and evaluated.
Planning includes gathering information about the learner. content

and setting. How technology can assist in creating effective and motiva-
tional instruction also is part of this phase. Implementation addresses
various forms of media and methods with a particular focus on how the
computer can be incorporated into lessons. Evaluation includes both
learner performance and how the data can be used to continuously im-
prove their own and student performance.

Newby. Stcpich, Lehman and Russell frame the PIE model with a set
of questions related co the categories of learners, the teacher and instruc-
tional technology. These three categories arc placed on the horizontal
axis of a matrix with planning, implementing and evaluating being on
the vertical axis. The questions are then placed in the resulting nine cells
thereby providing the overall structure for a systematic design model.
For example. questions in the planning row relate to the role that learn-
ers arc expected to play during instruction, what learners already know,
the goal of the instruction, the materials that exist. and how technology
can be used to increase the efficiency of planning. In the implementing
row of the matrix, some of the questions relate to how students know

they arc learning. how the classroom will be managed. how student at-
tention and motivation will be maintained, and how technology can in-
crease the impact of the instruction. Typical questions in the evaluation
row of the matrix relate to whether the quality and quantity of the learn-
ing was at the level needed, what eype of enrichment or remediation ac-
tivities might be necessary, how the materials and activities might be
improved for repeated or adapted use, and how technology can be used
to measure the effectiveness, efficiency and appeal of the instruction.

The Morrisoll, B0811 and.lCempMoclel

The current version of this popular 10 model (see fig. 10) was in itially
created by Kemp and adapted by Kemp, Morrison and Ross in 1994. In
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the third edition of the book, Designing Effictivt Instruction, Morrison
has become the lead author, but the important continuing influence of
Kemp remains obvious. The 1994 version of this 10 model has been
modified to include project management and support services as com-
ponents of the process.

Morrison, Ross and Kemp (2001) present an instructional develop-
ment model with a focus on curriculum planning. They approach in-
struction from the perspective of the learner rather than from the
content and contrast 10 with traditional design practice by asking the
following six questions: (1) What level of readiness do individual Stu-

dents need for accomplishing the objectives? (2) What instructional

strategies are most appropriate in terms of objectives and student char-
acteristics? (3) Whar media or other resources are most suitable? (4)
What support is needed for successful learning? (5) How is achievement
of objectives determined? (6) What revisions are necessary if a tryout of
the program does not match expectations? (p. 4).

Based on the identified key factors, Morrison, Ross and Kemp
(2001) identify the following nine elements that should receive atten-
tion in a comprehensive instructional development plan: (I) identify
instructional problems and specify goals for designing an instructional
program; (2) examine learner characteristics that will influence your
instructional decisions; (3) identify subject content and analyze task
components related to stated goals and purposes; (4) specify the in-
structional objectives; (5) sequence content within each instructional
unit for logical learning; (6) design instructional strategies so that each
learner can master the objectives; (7) plan the instructional message and
develop the instruction; (8) develop evaluation instruments to assess
objectives: and (9) select resources to suppOrt instruction and learning
activities (p. 6).

Morrison, Ross and Kemp's model communicates their belief that
]D is a continuous cycle with revision as an on-going activity associated
with all the other elements. They feel that the teacher/designer can start
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anywhere and proceed in any order. This is essentially a general systems
view of development wherein all dements are interdependent and may
be performed independently or simultaneously as appropriate. Al-
though the Morrison, Ross and Kemp model indicates that the devel-
oper can start anywhere, the narrative presents a conventional
framework that suggeSlS that the developer begin with task analysis. The
classroom orientation of the model is apparent through their choice of
the words topic! and subject contmt for determining what will be taught.
Both K-12 and business and industry instructors can readily identify
with these words. From a teacher's perspective, the strength of this
model is the concept of starting "where you arc." Also, (he emphasis on
subject marrer content, goals and purposes, and selection of resources
makes it attractive to teachers. The current version places greater em-
phasis on both formative and surnrnarive evaluation as being continu-
ous and places all activities within the context of goals, priorities and
constraints. Greater emphasis on the need to manage the 10 process is
made clear both in the narrative and with the fact that a trial version of
Microsoft Project is included with the text. This model is one of the few
that continues (0 be modified over time.



chapter four

Product-Oriented Models

Assumptions

Product development models typically assume the amount of product
to be developed wi IIbe several hours. or perhaps a few days. in duration.
The amount of front-end analysis for product-oriented models may
vary widely. but often it is assumed chat a technically sophisticated
product will be produced. Users may have no contact with the develop-
ers except during prototype tryoue. However, in some rapid prototyp-
ing models, early and continuous interaction with users andlor clients is

a central feature of the process.
Product development models are characterized by four key assump-

tions: (1) the insrrucrional product is needed, (2) something needs to be
produced rather than selected or modified from existing materials, (3)
there will be considerable emphasis on tryout and revision, and (4) the
product must be usable by learners with only "managers" or facilitators,
but not teachers, available. The assumption of need should not neces-
sarily be considered a limitation of these models. In some settings. a
front-end analysis has already been conducted and needs have already
been determined for a variety of products. The task then becomes de-
veloping several related products efficiently and effectively. Also, in a

number of situations, the need is so obvious that it is unnecessary to ask
whether there is a need. but rather only what needs to be done. An ex-
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ample would be the need to develop an operator-training package for a
new machine that is about (0 he marketed.

Extensive tryout and revision often accompany product develop-
ment, because the end-user cannot, or will nor, tolerate low perform-
ance. Also, the performance level may be externally established, as in
the case of the user being able to utilize all the capabilities of word pro-
cessing software. -I'his is in contrast to classroom settings where the per-
formance level is often subject to considerable up or down adjustment
based on the effectiveness of the insrruction. Cosmetic appearance of
the product may also be irnportanr to clients, thus making subjective
evaluation an important part of the tryout process. Use of the product
hy learners as opposed to teachers often means the product is required
to stand on its own without a content expen available. An example
would be computer-based training for telephone company line engi-
neers on how to install a specialized piece of equipment that is distrib-
uted to them for sclf-studv on a CD-ROM. The demand for

"
freestanding products is another reason tryout and revision stages are
emphasized in product development.

As cornpurcr-based instruction has become more popular, the de-
mand for effective instructional products has increased and is likely to
expand even more rapidly in the future. The rapid growth in distance
learning also has increased interest in product-oriented 10 models.
Hence the demand for highly prescriptive ID models which arc applica-
ble to a variety of settings and instructional products will continue and
likely increase. This was a fanor in our decision to review five product
models, four of them new, in this review.

Product models often contain elements that might qualify them as
systems models, such as those reviewed ill the next section, I Iov v.cver,
they seem best classed as product models based Oil our belief they arc
primarily focused on creating instructional products rather than more
comprehensive instruction systems. The five models reviewed are:
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Bergman and Moore (I990), de Hoog, de Jong and de Vries (I994),
Bares (1995), Nicvcen (1997), and Scels and Glasgow (1998).

The Bergman and Moore MoCiel

Bergman and Moore (1990) published a model (see fig. 11) specifically
intended to guide and manage (he production of interactive multime-
dia products. This focus on managing the process, which receives lirtlc
attention in rnany ID models, is the basis for its selection for this review.
Although their model includes specific reference to interactive video
(IVD) and multi-media (MM) products, it is generally applicable for a
variety of more recent high-tech, interactive instructional products.

Bergman and Moore's model contains six major activities: analysis,
rUsign, deuelop, produce, author, and validate. Each activity specifies
input, deliverables (output), and evaluation strategies. The outpUt of
each activity provides the input for the subsequent activity. They refer
to each horizontal row of their model as a phase and remind the reader
that, although not shown, it may be necessary to review a phase and re-
examine selected activities. They also emphasize the importance of eval-
uating the Output (deliverables) from each activity before proceeding,
The checklists they provide for performing these evaluations are exten-
sive and would be valuable even if one were using a different product

development model for interactive multimedia development.
Bergman and Moore report that a request for proposal (RFP) initi-

ates the development process. They suggest that even if an external RFP
does not exist, preparing an internal RFP is desirable. The RFP drives

analysis activities, including identification of the audience, tasks, user
environments. and content. Design activities include sequencing the
major segments and defining their treatment, labeled by Bergman and
Moore as high-kvtl rUsign. Derailed design then follows and includes
specification of motivational elements, media, interaction strategies,
and assessment methodology. Development includes preparing all the
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documents necessary for later production. Examples of what Bergman
and Moore call producible documents are storybooks. audio scripts, shot
lim. an and graphics renditions and a database for managing produc-
tion. Production "transforms The producible documentation into its

corresponding medium: video sequence. audio, graphic. or text"
(Bergman & Moore. 1990, p. 17).

Authoring activities integrate the individual media into rhc com-

pleted product. Its three sub-activities arc coding, testing, and tuning.
Validation consists of comparing the finished product with its original
objectives. Revision, co reflect changing conditions or co increase effec-
tiveness, and assessment of whether the sponsor's goals have been
achieved may both occur at this time.

Developing sophisricared interactive multimedia products almost
always requires a team, a point made repeatedly by Bergman and
Moore. Interactive video and multimedia also require a sound manage-
ment system, the structure for which this model provides. This model
was selected for review partially because of its focus on new technology
and partially due co the excellent and extensive checklists and other
guides contained in the text. Even without the model these support ma-
terials arc well worth examining.

The 4e HOOd,4e Joug an4 deVries Mo4e!

De Hoog, de Jong and de Vries (1994) created a model (see fig. 12) for
developing simulations and expert systems. The products produced arc
for distribution and use by individuals other than the developers. The
authors describe the model as "product-driven," hence its placement in
our taxonomy as a product model. They report that their model was
heavily influenced by Boehm's spiral model of computer software devel-
opment mentioned earlier and included as Figure 4.

The underlyi ng bases of the de Hoog, de Jong and de Vries model lie
in rapid prororyping, availabiliry of compUter tools to facilitate protO-
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eype development and resring, and a "web structure" for dements need-
ing to be considered when creating simulations. The creators of the
model stress rhat "intertwining of methodology, product, and tools re-
quires a comprehensive approach," that if not followed "will probably
do more harm than good" (de Hoog. de Jong and de Vries. 1994, p. 60).

As an example of a product developed using the model. they de-
scribe a web srrucrure that includes five partial products: conceptual
model. operational model, instructional model. interface model and
learner model. These partial products are considered part of global de-
velopment and represent important underlying features of the sirnula-
tion or expert system that can be developed by different team members.
Although not specifically stated by the authors. we interpret their de-
scription to mean mat these partial products may vary somewhat de-
pending on the overall product being developed.

Emanating from the web that represents the entire product are axes
for each of me partial products around which there is spiral develop-
ment of four components: compliance, qualiry, inregrarion, and speci-
ficiey. These axes are referred to as Local deuelopmen«. Thus. (0

understand the model. it is necessary (0 mink in three dimensions, with
spiraling taking place concurrencly around me axis and with the com-
plete product gradually emerging as me partial products become more

complete.

The dotted lines on their model represent the interdependent na-
ture of the conceptual. operational. instructional, interface and learner
models and the need (0 consider how decisions in one area willlikdy af-
fect the others. These lines also indicate the emerging nature of the final
product. The spirals around each axis (only one is shown in Figure 12)
represent the prororyping that takes place related to compliance. qual-
icy. integration, and specificity Electronic communication with T. de
Jong (personal communication, August, 2001) indicates the authors
have continued to refine and apply their model and [hat another article
with additional details will be forthcoming in the near future.
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The Bates Mo4el

Bates (1995) presents a model (see fig. 13) for developing open and dis-
tance learning based on his experience in Canada. While acknowledg-

ing the limitations of the model and (he resulting instruction, he notes
that extensive pre-planning and design are necessary for students at a
distance, who often are working largely on their own schedules and per-
haps independently, In particular, Bates raises a concern for the lack of
interaction and flexibility in much distance learning and Stresses the
need to specifically focus on these issues during design of such courses.

Bates' model of what he calls front-end system tksign has four phases:
course outline development, selection of media, deuelopmendproduction of
materials, and course tklivtry. Within each phase, he identifies the team
roles that arc required and the actions and/or issues that need to be ad-
dressed. Although, according to Bates, (his model is based on a systems
approach, it implies, rather than specifically addresses, some of the
ADDIE elements.

Bates characterizes the model as relying heavily on theories of in-
structional design, including those for building in student activities,
providing clear and timely feedback and carefully structuring content.
He also notes that different kinds of learning can be carefully assigned
{O specific technologies or learning modes and need not all be technol-
ogy based. However, since technology is a major component of most
open and distance learning course delivery systems, great emphasis is
placed on making the best march oflearning requirements to appropri-
ate technologies and then carefully testing the resulting instruction.

Additional comments by Bates caution about the typical lack of
adaptation of materials ro individual needs and that the design of a
course can rake 35 much as rwo years. However, Bates also criticizes
much of what he calls remote instruction, wherein a live instructor offers
a course to students at a distance via satellite or other technology. This
often is nothing more than a replication of face-to-face classes with lit-
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tie thought given to learner interaction, and it often fails to take advan-
tage of [he unique benefits of the available technology while incurring
many of its limitations. Somewhat unique clements of Bates' model re-
late to creating open and distance learning products and account for
access. cost, copyright clearance and tutoring arrangements. Bates re-
minds readers that, at the time of course delivery, the issues of ware-

housing, packaging and mailing of prim materials, library services, and
tutoring become critical to success. These are make-or-break issues too
often neglected by novice designers of open and distance learning
courses.

The liioV8821 Model

Nievccn (1997) published an ]0 model (see fig. 14) in Holland that
was rhe outgrowth of several years of work by herself and with col-
leagues at the University ofTwenre. The long-term goal of this effort is
to produce multiple versions of a computer-based electronic perform-
ance support system (EPSS) for enhancing the quality and efficiency of
curriculum materials development. To date, several versions of these
EPSSs have been developed and rested in Holland, Botswana, South
Africa, and the Peoples Republic of Ch ina. Although Nievecn uses the
term curriculum development rather than instructional development, [he
underlying perspective is consistent with ADD]E. Her model has been
applied to educational materials for schools rather than for training pro-
grams in business and industry. Nicvcen's model has been used for cre-
ating lesson materials and courses for disrriburion to schools across
Holland. These materials would typically include both learner materi-
als, with which they might directly interact, and support materials to as-
sure successful implementation by teachers.

Nieveen's model is driven by extensive use of formative evaluation of
successive versions of the design documents and then of the actual cur-
riculum materials until a satisfactory level of quality has been achieved.
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Quality is defined in terms of validity (materials are based on state-of-
the-art knowledge and are internally consistent), practicality (users can
and do use the materials as designed), and (ffictivmm (learners experi-
ence the materials as intended and achieve the intended objectives).
These definitions of quality adhere to the distinctions made in the liter-
ature about different perspectives on what constitutes the curriculum.

The process begins with preliminary research as to what is needed
and concludes with surnrnative evaluation. However, in-between these
anchoring activities, the development process goes through several iter-
ative cycles, each consisting of analysis, design and formative evaluation
activities. The model depicts this iterative process as having four levels,
but in reality each cycle may have multiple iterations to achieve the
necessary level of quality. Preliminary research may not be a part of
every project since it may have been done earlier on a larger scale, with
the results being applied to a series of smaller development efforts. As-
suming the preliminary research indicates development should take
place and funding is available, the first development cycle includes cre-
ating and formatively evaluating design specifications. This is done pri-
marily by the design team. During the second cycle, global materials arc
created, with evaluation being largely done by expert appraisal. During
the third cycle, partially designed materials are prepared and both ex-
pert appraisal and small-scale tryout arc employed. During the last
cycle, complete materials are prepared and subjected to expert ap-
praisal, small group resting, and large group tryout. Surnrnative evalua-
tion occurs after the materials have been released for general use in a
varicry of settings.

The Seels and Glasgow Model

In (he second edition of their book, Seels and Glasgow (1998) present
the ISD Model 2: For Practitioners (see fig. 15). Sccls and Glasgow
compare their model co several others, including some reviewed by us,
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and to the generic ADDIE framework. Seels and Glasgow conclude
that their model is quite similar to many others, bur is based on the as-
sumption that design and development take place in the context of
project management. Thus, their model is organized into three man-
agement phases: needs analysis manag~ment, instructional tksign manage-
ment, and implementation and evaluation managnnfnt. Utilizing all
three phases promotes the diffusion of the products that are created and
their adoption by clients and users. Utilizing all three phases addresses
the need often encountered by developers who seek ways to promote
the adoption and diffusion of instructional products. The effective ap-
plication of all three phases increases the potencial for adoption. Indi-
vidual chapters in their book provide specifics on how each phase and
each step are to be conducted and include related exercises. Seels and
Glasgow emphasize that the steps within each phase may be conducted
in a linear fashion, but often are not, although the three phases arc gen-
erally considered to be self-contained and linear. In particular, they note
that the steps in the instructional design phase are interdependent and
concurrent and may involve iterative cycling.

Their first phase, needs analysis, includes all of the decisions associ-
ated with conducting needs analysis and formulating a managemenr
plan. Thesl include needs assessment (goals), poformance analysis (in-
structional requirements), and context analysis (constraints, resources,
and learner characteristics). The interactive and dynamic nature of their
second phase, instructional design, is indicated by the double-ended ar-
rows connecting each of the six steps with a central oval labeled, fled-
back and interaction. Completion of phase two occurs after satisfactory
results are obtained from formative evaluation. Phase three, implemen-
tation and evaluation, includes preparing training materials and offer-
ing training for users, creating support structures, doing a surnrnarive
evaluation {he instruction, and disseminating information about {he

project.
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The Seels and Glasgow model appears to be intended for developers
of products and lessons with the expectation that the results will be dis-
seminated for others to use. Somewhat unique features of the model are
its emphasis on management and on its early and conrinuing arrcnrion
to diffusion of the results.



chapter five

Systems-Oriented Models

AssumptiODS

Systems-oriented models typically assume that a large amount of in-
struction, such as an entire course or entire curriculum, will be devel-
oped with substantial resources being made available to a team of highly
trained developers. Assumptions vary as to whether original production
or selection of materials will occur, but in many cases original develop-

ment is specified. Assumptions about the technological sophistication
of the delivery system vary, with trainers often opting for much more
technology than teachers are able to consider. The amount of front-end
analysis is usually high as is the amount of tryout and revision. Dissem-
ination is usually extensive, and delivery does not typically involve the
team that did the development.

Systems-oriented 10 models usually begin with a data collection
phase (0 determine the feasibility and desirability of developing an in-
structional solution to a "problem." Many systems-oriented models re-
quire that a problem be specified in a given format before proceeding.
Thomas Gilbert's (1978) and Mager and Pipe's (1984) work in front-

end analysis is particularly relevant to the models discussed herein.
They take the position that, although a problem may have an instruc-
tional solution, one should first consider lack of motivation and envi-
ronmental factors as alternative domains for action. Systems models, as
a class, differ from product development models in the amount of em-

48
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phasis placed on analyzing the goals of the organization before commit-
ting to development. Systems models also typically assume a larger
scopc of effort than product development models. However, in the de-
sign. development. and evaluation phases, the primary difference be-
tween systems models and product models is one of magnitude rather
than type of specific tasks to be performed. Six models have been se-
lected to represent the variety of ID models most applicable in the sys-
tems context: Inrcrscrvicc Procedures for Instructional Systems
Development (Branson, 1975); Gentry (1994); Dorsey. Goodrum and
Schwen (1997); Diamond (1989); Smith and Ragan (1999); and Dick.
Carey and Carey (2001).

The lD.teraerviee Procedures for Instntctional Systems
Development (IPISJ) Model

The ]nterservice Procedures for ]nsrrucrional Systems Development
(lP]SD) model is. as the name suggests. a joint effort of the United
States military services. The Army, Navy, Marines, and Air Force cre-
ated chis model (sec fig. 16) in the interest of utilizing a common ap-
proach to instructional development. The underlying concern of each
service was to have a rigorous procedure for developing effective in-
struction. An additional motivation was to facilitate shared develop-
ment efforts and improve communication with contractors doing
instructional dcvcloprnenr across different branches of the military, A
large number of personnel contributed to creating the IPISD model;
however, the name most commonly associated with it is Robert Bran-
son (1975).

The IPISD model has several levels of detail. The simplest level has
five phases: analyze, tbsign. develop, implement, and control. These
phases sub-divide into twenty stcps, which can be further divided into
hundreds of sub-steps. In fact, the IPISD model is one of the most
highly detailed models of the ]D process generally available. The IP]SD
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model is published as a four volume set (Branson, 1975) and can be or-
dered from the National Technical Information Service (NTIS) or from
the Educational Resources Information Center (ERlC).

Since a detailed review of all the steps in this model is beyond the
scope of this survey, it will be reviewed only at the phase level. The
reader should keep in mind that the IPISD approach is designed specif-
ically for military training. Most other models have a much broader
range of intended applications. The narrower focus ofIPISD is both a
blessing and a bane. Its virtue is the extremely detailed level of specifica-
tion it contains. However, it is too specific to be useful in other contexts.

Phase one ofIPISD, analyze, requires specification of the tasks mil-
itary personnel perform on the job. Tasks that are already known or easy
to acquire are subtracted, and a list of tasks requiring instruction is gen-
erated. Performance levels and evaluation procedures are specified for
the tasks, and existing courses arc examined to determine if any of the
identified tasks are included. A decision is then made either to modify
the existing course to fulfill task requirements or to plan a new course.
The final step in phase one is to determine the most appropriate site for
instruction, i.e., school or non-resident instruction.

Phase [WO, tksign, begins with the arrangement of job tasks into in-
structional outcomes classified by the learning elements involved. Tests
are generated and validated on a sample of the population, and instruc-
tional objectives are written in behavioral form. Next, the entry behav-
ior expected of typical students is determined, followed by the design of
the sequence and structure for the course.

The development of prototype materials occurs in phase three of
the model. Phase three, develop, begins with specifying a list of events
and activities for inclusion in instruction. Media are then selected and a
course management plan developed. Existing instructional materials
arc reviewed for their relevance and, if appropriate, adopted or adapted
for the course. Necessary new materials are then produced, and the en-

f
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tire package is field-resrcd and revised until satisfactory learner and sys-
tems performance is achieved.

Phase four, implement, includes (raining for course managers in the
utilization of the package, training of subject matter personnel who will
manage or deliver the training, and distribution of all materials ro the
selected sites. Instruction is then conducted and evaluation data col-
lected on both learner and systems performance.

During phase five, entitled control. internal evaluation is performed
by "online" staff. This staff is expected to make small-scale changes to
improve the system after each offering. In addition, they forward evalu-
ation results to a central location. External evaluation is a team effort di-
rected toward identifying major deficiencies requiring immediate
correction. External evaluation also follows course graduates to the job
site to assess real-world performance. Changes in practice in the field
arc also monitored to determine necessary revisions to the course. Thus
the emphasis in phase five is on qualiry control and continued relevance
of the training over an extended period of rime.

The major strength of the IPISD model is the extensive specifica-
tion of procedures to follow during the 10 process. Irs major limitations
are its narrow instructional focus and linear approach to ID.

TIle Gentry Model

Gentry (1994) created an Instructional Project Development and Man-
agement (lPDM) model intended ro introduce both the conceprs and
procedures of the 10 process and the supporting processes (see fig. 17).
His model attends to what needs to be done and how something is done
during an instructional development project. Gentry's model is accom-
panied by numerous techniques and job aids for completing the tasks
associated with instructional development. According to Gentry, (he
IPDM model is intended for graduate students, practicing instructional
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developers. and teachers. However. the comprehensive description of
the entire process and the accompanying tools for managing large proj-
ects make it suitable for developing large-scale systems.

Gentry's model is divided into two groups of components: d~lJtkJp-
ment compon(rlts and supporting components with a communication com-
ponent connecting the two dusters. There arc eight development
components: (1) needs analysis (establish needs and prioritize goals for
existing or proposed instruction); (2) adoption (establish acceptance by
decision makers. and obtain commitment of resources); (3) desig»
(specify objectives, strategies. techniques, and media); (4) production
(construct project elements specified by the design and revision data);
(5) prototyping (assemble. pilot rest, validate, and finalize an instruc-
tional unit); (6) installation (establish the necessary conditions for effec-
tive operation of a new instructional product); (7) operation (maintain
the instructional product after its installation); and (8) (valuation (col-
lect, analyze, and summarize data to enable revision decisions).

There are five supporting components: (I) managnnmt (process by
which resources are controlled. coordinated. integrated. and allocated
to accomplish project goals); (2) infonnalion handling (process of select-
ing, collecting. generating, organizing. storing. retrieving, distributing,
and assessing informacion required by an JO project); (3) budgtllrt-
source allocation (processes for determining resource needs. formalizing
budgets, and acquiring and distributing resources); (4) penonnel
(processes for determining staffing needs. hiring, training, assessing.
motivating. counseling. censuring. and dismissing 10 project rncm-
bers): and (5) focilitits (process for organizing and renovating spaces for
design, implementation, and testing of elements of instruction).

The IPOM model emphasizes the importance of sharing inforrna-
rion between the rwo clusters of componems during (he life of the in-
structional development project. The communication component is
the "process by which essential informacion is distributed and circulated

I I
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among chose responsible for, or involved in, the activities of a project"

(Gentry, 1994, p. 5).
A unique quality of Gentry's IPOM model is the way that the in-

structional development process is related to specific techniques for its
implementation. Some may view the IPOM model as a somewhat
mechanistic approach to instructional development because of its re-
liance on jargon and its behavioristic orientation. However, Gentry

warns against being overly dogmatic and linear in applying his model.
The model depicts procedures that contain enough descriptive and pre-
scriptive information, and at varying levels of detail, co make it a com-
prehensive introduction to the processes and techniques of
instructional development.

The Dorsey, 000cIrum and Schwen Mextel

Dorsey, Goodrum and Schwen (1997) label the process they describe
rapid collaborative prototyping so as to emphasize the central role users
play in the development process. They conceive of designers not as ex-
ternal experts who oversee development. but rather as collaborators on
teams on which users play key design roles. They believe that this col-
laboration, with users playing a central role in all phases of the process,
results in better products that are more likely co be used.

Based on the examples included in their description of the model
(see fig. 18), rapid collaborative prororyping seems most appropriately
applied at the course development level, although it might also be used
to produce products for use within courses. Their model features a se-
ries of tightly spaced iterative testing cycles of prototypes. The initial
prototypes arc usually of low fidelity to the desired product, whereas
later prototypes that are actually pilot tested have a high fidelity to the
desired product. The five cycles are: create a vision, explore conceptual
prototypes, experiment with hands-on mock-ups, pilot WI working proto-
types, and folly implement the evolving vision.
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Dorsey, Goodrum and Schwcn do not provide detailed prescriptive
information on how development and testing should take place, bur do
offer a number of rapid protoryping principles under four categories:
process, interaction, fidelity, and fetdback. The three process principles are:
iteratively modify the prototype several times in each level of design;
modify and return the prototype quickly (speed is critical); and seek al-
ternatives, not just modifications. Their three interaction principles arc:
regard the user as designer, avoid the use of technical language, and
maintain consistent communication. Under fitklity. the three principles
arc: employ low fidelity prototypes to gain feedback during early levels

of design and employ high fidelity protorypes (0 gain quality feedback
during final levels of design; consider the protorype to be effective if it
allows the user to give pertinent and productive feedback; and exploit
the available technology. The three ft~dback principles are: capture what
the user likes and, more importantly, what he or she does not like; if the
user doesn't want it fixed, don't fix it; and gather data on three levels
(micro, mini, and macro).

This highly iterative model, which stresses rapid protoryping across
all five ADDIE dements, makes it somewhat unique in the JD litera-
ture and is the basis of its selection for review. Unfortunately, it is more
conceptual than operational, so details as to how to implement it arc
lacking. However, we anticipate seeing more such models in the future,
hopefully with more operational derail, as developers seek to apply
rapid prororyping to all phases of the JD process.

The Diamond Mod.el

Over a number of years, Diamond (1989) developed and refined a de-
velopment model that is specific to higher education insti-rucions (see
fig. 19). Although Diamond's model might be considered classroom-
oriented, we have placed it in the systems category due to his belief that
development is a team effort and is often directed at comprehensive
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curricula offerings in addition to individual courses. Diamond also em-

phasizes the need to be sensitive to political and social issues existing on
the campus and within academic departments. Assuring that the pro-
posed development effort is consistent with organizational priorities
and missions is another critical concern somewhat unique to this
model. Diamond believes ID is a team process with significant input
from university personnel who are specifically assigned to assist faculty.
For all these reasons, his model seems most appropriate for classification

as a systems model.
Diamond's model is divided into two phases: project selection and

design and production, implementation and evaluation. During phase
one, the feasibility and desirability of launching the project are exam-
ined. Instructional issues such as enrollment projections, level of effec-
tiveness of existing courses, institutional priorities, and faculty
enthusiasm are all considered prior to beginning development. Dia-
mond recommends commencing the 10 process by thinking in terms
of an ideal solution, without regard to existing constraints. His argu-
ment is that by thinking in ideal terms, a team will be more creative and
innovative in outlining powerful solutions. Once a decision is made to
begin a project, an operational plan is developed that accounts for the
goals, tirncline, human and other resources, and student needs.

During phase twO of the activities specified in Diamond's model,
each unit of the course or curriculum proceeds through a seven-step
process. The first step is to determine the unit's objectives. This is fol-
lowed by design of evaluation instruments and procedures, a step that
proceeds concurrently with selecting the instructional format and ex-
amining existing materials for their possible inclusion in the system.
Once these steps have been taken, new materials are produced and ex-
isting materials are modified. Interestingly Diamond includes field-
testing as part of the same step as materials production, although most
model developers make {hem separate steps. Also implicit to this step is
revision of the instruction based on field test data, but Diamond in-
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eludes revision later in the process. The next to the last step is coordi-
nating logistics for implementation, followed by full-scale implementa-
tion, including evaluation and revision.

Diamond emphasizes matching the decision on whether to engage
in development to institutional missions and strategic plans, as well as
to instructional issues. He also stresses the need to assure faculry owner-
ship of the results of the development effort and the need for a formal
organization to support faculry development efforts.

The Smith andllagan Model

Smith and Ragan (1999) have created an instructional design process
model (see fig. 20) that is becoming increasingly popular with students
and professionals in the field of instructional technology who are par-
ticularly interested in the cognirive psychology base of the 10 process.
Almost half of the procedures in their model address the design of in-
structional strategies.

Smith and Ragan's model has three phases: analysis, straugy and
evaluation. These three phases provide the conceptual framework for
the eight steps that comprise their ID process. Their eight-step ap-
proach includes: analyz« /Mming environment, analyz« learners, analyze
learning task, write test items, determine instructional strategies, product
instruction, conduct formative evaluation, and revise instruction.

Analyze learning environment involves a rwo-paC[ procedure: (1)
substantiation of a need for instruction in a certain content area, and (2)
preparing a description of the learning environment in which the in-
structional product will be used. Analyze learners includes procedures
for describing the stable and changing characteristics of the intended
learner audience. Analyu learning task describes procedures for recog-
nizing and writing appropriate instructional goals. Wn'U test items de-
scribes procedures for identifying which of several possible assessment
items arc valid assessments of objectives for various rypes of learning.
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Determine instructional stratfgi~1 is the step that presents strategies for
organizing and managing instruction. Produce instruction is the step
that provides strategies for translating the decisions and specifications
made in previous steps into instructional materials and trainer guides.
Production is followed by conduct formativ~ evaluation. Smith and
Ragan offer procedures for evaluating the effectiveness of the instruc-
tional materials, both during development and after implementation.
And lastly. revise instruction offers procedures for modifying the pro-
posed instruction. Although this description suggests mat the process is
highly linear, Smith and Ragan caution mat often circumstances re-
quire concurrent attention to several steps in their model.

The Smith and Ragan model rcflecrs their philosophic belief that
applying a systematic, problem-solving process can result in effective,
learner-centered instruction. Their model is particularly strong in the
area of developing specific instructional strategies. a common weakness
of many orher H) models.

TheDick, Carey and Carey Model

Without a doubt. the most widely cited 10 model is the one originaJly
published by WaJtcr Dick and Lou Carey to which they have now
added James Carey. Both the advocates of]D and its most vocal critics
almost invariably cite this model when expressing their opinions about
the desirability of systematically designing instruction. The Dick,
Carey and Carey model (2001) has become the standard £0 which all
other J 0 models (and alternative approaches (0 design and develop-
ment of instruction) are compared. Hence we are including it in this
publication once again.

In this widely used text, now in its fifth edition (Dick, Carey and
Carey, 2001), the model (see fig. 21) is unchanged from earlier edi-
tions. This model might be considered product-oriented rather than
systems-oriented depending on the sire and scope of step-one activities
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(assessneeds to idmtifJ instructional goals). Many of the examples and
worksheets seem to be directed at developing specific instructional
products, but parts of the narrative suggest a more encompassing per-
spective. For our purpose, we consider it to be a course or systems level
model that is also applicable to projects having a more limited focus. It
should be noted mat they use the term instructional design for the over-
all process that we define as instructional development

Dick, Carey and Carey's model hegins with assessneeds to identifY
goal(s}.The first component of their model immediately distinguishes it
from many other instructional development models in the way in
which it promotes using needs assessment procedures and dear and
measurable goals. The authors recommend criteria for establishing in-
structional goals as a way to decide what one is trying to achieve before
beginning the ]0 process. Two steps arc then done in parallel: conduct
instructional analysis and analyze learners and contexts. The former is
vintage hierarchical analysis as conceived by Gagne, with added proce-
dures for constructing cluster analysis diagrams for verbal information.
The latter step specifics collecting information about prospective learn-
ers' knowledge, skills, attitudes, and the environment.

The next step is to write performance objectives in measurable terms,
followed by develop assessment instruments. Criterion-referenced test
items are then generated for each objective. In the step labeled develop
instructional strategy. they recommend ways to develop strategies for as-
sisting a particular group of learners to achieve the stated objectives.
The next step is to d(v~kJp and select instructional materials. Dick, Cary
and Carey acknowledge the desirability of selecting as well as develop-
ing materials, but the degree of emphasis devoted to development sug-
gests they are far more interested in original development. The next step
is to design and conduct formative (valuation o!insfmctzon, a process for
which they give excellent guidance. Reuis« instruction is the: step that de-
scribes various methods for collecting, summarizing, and analyzing data
collected during the tryout process to facilitate decisions concerning re-
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vision. Design and conduct summatiue evaluation determines the degree
to which the original instructional goals have been achieved.

The Dick, Carey and Carey model reflects the fundamental design
process used in many business, industry, government, and military
training settings, as well as the influence of performance technology
and the application of computers to instruction. It is particularly de-
tailed and useful during the analysis and evaluation phases of a project.



chapter six

Conclusion

This review of representative instructional development models may
leave you unsure of how to react to such a wide variety of models. The
literature is replete with models, many claiming to be unique and de-
serving of attention. However, while there arc hundreds of models,
until recently, there have been only a few major distinctions among
them. Many of the models are simply restatements of earlier models by
other authors, often using somewhat different terminology. The typical
journal article simply describes the major steps in the ID model and
perhaps how (hey arc (0 be performed. Books on the topic (e.g., Dick,
Carey & Carey, 2001; Smith & Ragan, 1999) do provide extensive
guidance on how to apply the models, and some computer-based tools
are beginning to appear. However in almost all instances, the authors
assume their models arc worthwhile, bur they presem no evidence (0

substantiate their positions. There is a disturbingly small volume of lit-
erature describing any testing of the models. While no one can be cer-
tain, it appears many have never actually been applied, never mind
rigorously evaluated. In some instances, a case study of a development
project is presented along with the model, but even this low level of val-
idation is less common than we would prefer. (There is a useful compi-
lation of short cases studies by Errrner and Quinn ( 1999J , but the cases
arc not sysrcrnarically linked to specific ID models.)

We hope that in the future at lease some 10models will be subjected
(0 more rigorous validation. Such validation would require precise de-
scription of the elements of the model, followed by systematic data col-
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lection concerning their application and the impact of the resulting in-

struction. The investigator also would need to be alert (0 possible dis-
crepant or negative data. Repeated trials under such conditions would,
if the model had validity, result in a set of specifications regarding the
conditions under which the model was valid. lr is safe co say none of (he
models currently available in the literature has been subjected to such
rigorous scrutiny. In fact, most authors completely ignore the issue of
what conditions should be present if one plans to use their models. We
refer the reader to an excellent chapter by Rubinstein (1975) for a more
complete discussion of procedures for validating a model.

What, then, should be the response of the responsible 10 profes-
sional to the plethora of 10 models? First, we would suggesc that devel-
opers acquire a working knowledge of several models, being certain chat
all three of the categories in our taxonomy are represented. Then, as
new and different models are encountered, they can be compared to
those with which one is familiar. Also, if a client brings a model to a de-
velopment project, it is probably better co use it (and modify it, if nec-
essary) rather than to force the client to adopt your favorite model.
Another suggestion is to have available in your repertoire examples of
models that can be presented with varying levels of detail. This will pro-
vide an easy introduction that can later be expanded to provide more
detail for uninformed clients as they become more experienced. Also,
when facing a range of situations, developers should be in the position
of selecting an appropriate model rather than forcing the situation co fit
the model. Bass and Rorniszowski (1997) probably state this position
best: "instructional design is, and a/ways will be [emphasis added], a
practice based on multiple paradigms" (p, xii). Like Bass and Romis-
zowski, we believe all comperent professional developers should have a
number of models in their tool bag and be able [0 usc the right one, per-
haps with modification, for the right job.

Looking back over the lase few years, we have seen significant trends
developing after many years of lirrle change in the underlying structure



'1

of the ID process and its accompanying models. Although some would ' I
say that the newfound interest in constructivism (an old idea rediscov-
ered) forms the basis for this trend, we believe new trends in instruc-
tional development lie more in advances in technology and the
emergence of better design and delivery tools. For example, as was
noted earlier, rapid prototyping models are now becoming more com-
mon. Their emergence closely parallels creation of tools that facilitate
quick and inexpensive creation and modification of prototypes that
simply were not possible previously. Instructional developers have al-
ways appreciated the power of protorypes to generate creative thinking
and ro rest the feasibiliry of design ideas. However, until tools became
available, mosr developers were forced to use the "design by analysis"
approach common to most classic ID models.

This is not to suggest that constructivism (as well as social learning
and other theories) have not conrribured to the increased interest in
learner-centered instruction. However, one of the fundamenral early
contributions of ID was {Q move from teacher-centered to learner-
centered instruction. Recent developments continue to promote this
view. which we believe should be encouraged; but its origins should not
be ignored. Advances in technology also increase our abiliry {Q create
more interactive and engaging learning environments. a goal of devel-
opers designing from virtually all theoretical perspectives.

Other forces that arc inAuencing how we arc now beginning to
think about the JD process include performance support systems,
knowledge management and concurrent engineering. To date, most of
the interest in performance suppon has been in occupational job sup-
port, but this idea can be extended (0 formal learning environments as
well. There arc at least two issues here. One issue is. how can JD con-
tribute to the design of performance support systems? The second issue
is, how docs one design training to complement performance suppon,
since many will require at least some prior or concurrent knowledge and
skill development? There are similar issues related to knowledge man-
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agemen(. Effective knowledge management systems will require much
more than simply organizing and making available large quantities of
data to users. Data is nor information. Although. [0 date. interest in
knowledge management has been limited to the commercial sector, we

believe it also has implications for how we design classroom and inde-
pendent learning environments. Similarly, as concurrent engineering
becomes more common, instructional developers will need (0 nnd ways

to become contributing members of development teams if they hope to
be central to the primary business of corporations and large social serv-
ices agencies. Being an inirial member of a cross-disciplinary team cre-
ating a new product or process will require ]D models and practices
beyond what we now use.

Tool creation is increasingly becoming a major enterprise for some
ID professionals, a trend we expect to continue. These tools range from
the very simple to the very complex. Instructional development profes-
sionals are creating many tools for use by themselves and other developers
as well as tools to suppOrt teachers or subject matter experts in doing their
own development. Goodyear (1997) and van den Akker et a1. (1999)
provide excellent dcscri ptions of some such tools and how they are being
used. Tools to support automation of the 10 process are also increasing in
number, but progress has been slower than their proponents had hoped.
However, they too will play an expanded role over the next decade.

In closing, it is fair to predict that the future will be both exciting
and a little unsettling for ]D professionals. After a relatively lengthy pe-
riod of slow evolution of]D practice, we are on the threshold of major

shifts. As is the case in all such shifts, the key is determining how to in-
corporate what is valid and useful from past theory and practice into a
new framework, while testing and revising the new ideas rather than ac-
cepting them without any prior critical analysis. These arc exciting times
for ID professionals, with many opportunities (some brilliantly dis-
guised as headaches) for maki ng significant contributions. We are eager
to see which of these trends will most affect the next edition of this book.
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